
 
PROGRAMME NOTES  
Thursday 19th November 2020  Free Session 1.30 pm 

CreaDve Game 

As usual, the show begins with a game for children to play. 
Make sure that they have their notebooks and pencils ready 
and listen carefully. The games can be played in pairs or solo. 
Get everyone to make notes as Pie and David play the game. 
Then there will be a pause of a few minutes – a ‘Bmer’ will be 
onscreen giving a countdown. The teacher seDles the class to 
having a go at playing the games. The idea of the games is to 
get everyone involved and buzzing with ideas, warming up the 
language and creaBve thought before going into the main 
course! It is worth noBng that someBmes the games 
themselves can be wriDen up later on as whole pieces of 
wriBng. They should gather all their ideas in one notebook so 
that this becomes a store of language and ideas that can be 
drawn upon at any Bme when wriBng 

Today’s Game – creaDng an alphabet of things – David 
and Pie will model the game before a Timer is put on 
screen and the children have a set Bme of a few minutes 
to play the game. This is best done in pairs though if 
children are on their own they can try to beat the clock 
and write their ideas down. The purpose is to warm up 
the imaginaBon, get ideas flying and begin to build a list 
of possibiliBes for wriBng.   

The Objec)ve – to generate rapidly a list of ideas using the alphabet. 

Children’s Audio – Each session we have at least one or two 
recorded pieces of wriDng wriLen by the children. Encourage 
children to listen carefully to this as it was chosen because it 
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was well wriDen but also because it was read aloud effecBvely. 
AKer the session, get the class to discuss why they think the 
reading was chosen. Discuss most effecBve images, ideas or 
turn of phrase and discuss why it worked. During the 
performance, children could take notes of any words, phrases 
or ideas that they thought were effecBve. 
The Objec)ve – to listen carefully, cri)cally and apprecia)vely. 

Padlet – David and Pie will explain how to use a padlet - 
Children have a few minutes to complete at least one post it 
note using the frame ‘in the mirror I saw…’. They should take 
ideas from their iniBal brainstorm or try new ones and put 
them into a more extended sentence. Remind them to use their 
senses – things you can see, hear, smell, taste and touch. If you 
have a very young class or reluctant writers who lack 
confidence, these could be co-constructed in pairs or as a class 
and posted.  
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Remind children and adults to use refresh buDon at the top of 
the page so that they can see their post-it note appear – as 
each note is moderated, they will not all appear during the 
session but will appear later once moderated.  
The Objec)ve – to generate rapidly a list of ideas and begin to write imagina)ve 
sentences. 

Jotcast acDvity – In the mirror I saw/ heard/ imagined - This 
acBvity prepares the children for the blog post that they will 
write. The focus is on wriBng creaBve sentences. The children 
craK sentences, using either ‘In the mirror I saw…..’ or ‘In the 
mirror I imagined….’, ‘In the mirror I heard….’.  To get everyone 
started, Pie will read aloud the model poem (in the notes 
below). The challenge is to begin top purposefully use 
alliteraBon, similes (like/as), metaphor, personificaBon and 
‘name it’. They could write about  
• AlliteraDon – using similar sounds close together. 
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• Similes – either saying what something is like or making 
a comparison using ‘as’. 

• Metaphor – saying something is something else. 
• PersonificaDon – pretending things are alive. 
• Name it – not ‘dog’ but ‘DalmaDan’. 

Encourage the children to listen to any advice that Pie gives 
during this session and to act on it. It might be worth joVng 
any useful wriBng Bps down on the flipchart. For instance, 
name it, describe the object so the reader can imagine it, reread 
to make the sentence flow, create fresh images not clichés, say 
it aloud, choose words with care, avoid repea)ng words, reread 
to police your sentences, pretend you are your teacher…. 
WriBng Bps could be made into wriBng posters or wriDen in 
their journals.  
Objec)ve – the ability to write descrip)ve and imagina)ve sentences, playing with 
basic techniques 

Blogging AcDvity – Create list poem  
Children should build on the jotcast idea and write an extended 
list poem, based on the main model.  
Objec)ve – write an extended list, playing with language and ideas, using detail to 
bring ideas alive. 
Type of Wri)ng –  playful list wri)ng. 

Audio Challenge – If children want to record their own blog 
ensure that they have read it aloud a number of Bmes. They 
should read it slowly and clearly with expression. This could be 
worked on in pairs or threes so that children can develop their 
performance. 
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Appendices – Playful Models and Mirrors 

There is a strong vein of poetry that plays with language and 
ideas. This would include the fanciful and fun, the surreal and 
ridiculous. It ranges from playground rhymes to nonsense 
verse. The teacher either works from a model poem, writes a 
model for the class or works from a poetry idea so that the 
shared wriBng becomes the model. Here is an example, I have 
oKen used: 

If only I could catch a snowflake 
and hang it 
on the side of the Eiffel Tower. 

If only I could trap a handful of sunlight 
and store it 
for wintry days when the air bites back. 

If only I could grab a withered flower 
and keep it safe 
so that it can burst into blossom. 

If only I could store a seed of truth 
and protect it 
behind the frozen doors of eternity. 
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If only I could hold on )ght to laughter 
and trap its body 
to protect me when sadness smothers. 

If only I could seize the passing days 
and keep them tucked away 
in the diary of my depar)ng. 

To scaffold wriBng this sort of poem, it is handy to make a list 
with the children of possible words to use instead of catch 
(grab, grip, grasp, seize, imprison, hold, contain, capture, keep, 
store, trap, fossilize, paralyze). Then make a list of things that 
might be captured (moonlight, stars, frost, clouds, ran, 
lightning, thunder, silence, hope, a wish, dreams, disaster, war, 
thoughts, spring, summer, winter, memories, buds, flames, 
mirrors, keys, windows, doors, ocean). Remember to make the 
lists with the class providing the ideas. Finally, discuss what you 
would do with these things. This helps provide a weaker class 
with ideas. When teaching wriBng, it is always worth 
considering how much scaffolding will be required for success. 
Gradually, scaffolding should be taken away so that the children 
move from dependence to independence in their wriBng 
because they can scaffold their own thinking. 

Before we go any further, I should point out that there is no 
reason why even the youngest should not be engaged in 
making up poeBc ideas and observaBons. Of course, the 
teacher will need to jot these down or record them on a flip 
chart. Many teachers of young children overplay the 
importance of rhyme in early poeBc wriBng. WriBng rhyming 
poetry is too difficult for most adults, let alone a four year old. 
However, simple list ideas provide an ideal opportunity for 
children from the FoundaBon Stage onwards to be engaged in 
creaBng playful ideas. The use of a repeaBng phrase means the 
children can just add on their ideas. 
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For instance, everybody would like to be granted some magical 
wishes. Most children have already thought about what they 
will ask for, if they are approached by some sort of wizard or 
powerful being who can release the world and put it at their 
fingerBps. Making lists of magical wishes can be great fun. You 
could wish to be transformed, or to see, touch or hear amazing 
things. Keep the ideas impossible and playful. With recepBon 
children, I would model very carefully the process of invenBng 
and extending an idea.  

‘What you wish you could be – if you could be anything that you 
wanted? A star – that’s a lovely idea. Let’s write that down.’ 

I wish I was a             star. 

‘Now let’s add to that. Can you see where I have leQ a gap. We 
could put a describing word in there. A ‘what’ star? What colour 
might it be? A silver star - that’s great. Any other ideas?’ 

In this way, we would gradually develop a few ideas to create a 
simple list poem that might begin. 

I wish I were a star, 
gliSering silently in the soQ dark. 

One of the problems you may find is that some children may 
just write dull lists that seem to go on forever! If this is the case, 
show them how to elaborate and extend a few of their ideas 
and then ask them to select their favourite lines and improve 
them in the same way. Let’s say that a child has wriDen in 
response to the picture of an all-seeing eye: 
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With my magic eye 
I saw a snake. 

Adding in an adjecBve and then extending the idea by adding 
on what the snake was doing might improve this: 

With my magic eye 
I saw a silver snake slithering through the grass. 

Of course, it would be even beDer if we knew what sort of 
snake it was (naming it). And perhaps it might be more playful 
and surprising (less of a dull cliché) if we had the snake doing 
something impossible: 

With my magic eye 
I saw a silver raSlesnake 
winning an award at the Oscars! 

The importance of encouraging children to write playfully and 
invenBvely – developing original playfulness with language and 
ideas – cannot be underesBmated.  Of course, children play 
with language naturally, from babies playing with sounds to 
toddlers making up silly names through to playground chants.  
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List poems are a simple and effecBve way of helping children 
develop confidence as writers when playing with language. 
They provide a strong scaffold through the repeaBng paDern 
that acts rather like a coat hanger so that children can focus 
upon using words effecBvely and creaBng new and interesBng 
ideas. 

 

Please do not duplicate to pass on, sell or upload these notes 
on the internet. This is for your use - in your classroom.  © Pie 
Corbe; 2020 

Possible list of playful poem ideas.
• In this magical bag I found…. 
• In the clouds I saw… 
• Listen, can you hear…? 
• Come with me to an impossible world where…. 
• Through the window I saw… 
• In the crystal ball I saw… 
• In a girl’s/boy’s head is…. 
• Trapped inside the marble is…. 
• It is a secret but I saw…. 
• Through the door is…. 
• On the journey, I heard….
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The Mirror 

Inside the mirror I saw –  

stars cast like gliDer on a velvet sheet, 
Mars glinBng like a ruby at dusk, 
a fox picking its way across fresh snow, 
leaving an alphabet of footprints.  
A cormorant waiBng with the paBence of stone 
on the rocks at Carbis Bay,  
a black taxi crawling like a polished beetle 
up Oxford Street, 
an empty bus shelter on The Broadway, 
beneath sullen, grey skies. 

Inside the mirror I heard 
the winter wind slipping through the city’s cold arms, 
a goldfinch’s song chiming like Bny bells, 
the first hint of snow and the last whisper of sunlight, 
the steady hiss of gas on Grandad John’s cooker 
as the keDle begins to purr. 
The crack of a door opening and the welcoming ‘hello’, 
a leDer landing on the mat and a sudden gasp. 
A baby’s first cry and a soldier’s sigh. 

Inside the mirror I imagined 
a Frost Dragon breathing ice and biDer snow, 
a sword-polisher shining each blade unBl 
they gliDered like metallic teeth, 
a map-maker soaring across the fields, 
scratching marks onto leather. 
An elf whispering secrets into the ears of sleeping trolls 
and the final giant snoring. 

© Pie Corbe; 2020 
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Mirrors 

Inside the mirror of hares, 
the joker boxes. 

Inside the mirror of fishes, 
the river gliDers. 

Inside the mirror of wolves, 
A red cloak swirls. 

Inside the mirror of crows, 
the darkness shivers. 

Inside the mirror of snakes, 
The tail raDles. 

Inside the mirror of bees,  
The sunlight glows. 

Inside the mirror of bears, 
Winter crouches. 

Inside the mirror of a mirror, 
Infinity grows. 

© Pie Corbe; 2020 
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